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Energy Inequalities 3AbstractWe consider the Schr�odinger operator H = ��2 + q in a boundeddomain D in Rd, d � 3, with q in the Kato class Kd(D) and �nitegauge g(x) = Ex[exp R �0 q(Xs)ds], where (Xt) is a Brownian motionand � the �rst exit time of the Brownian motion (Xt) from the domainD. Let K and G denote the Green operators in D for H and �2 ,respectively. We prove that there is a positive constant � such that1� (Gf; f) � (Kf; f) � �(Gf; f);where f is a real, measurable function for which (Gjf j; jf j) is �nite.As a direct consequence of this double inequality we have that thepotentialGf is in the Sobolev spaceH10 (D) if and only ifKf 2 H10 (D).



Energy Inequalities 41 Notation and PreliminariesLet d � 3 and q be a measurable function on Rd. We say that q belongs tothe Kato class Kd iflim�#0 supx Zfkx�yk��g jqj(y)kx� ykd�2dy = 0: (1)For a bounded domainD inRd, d � 3, we say q belongs toKd(D) if q1D 2 Kd,with 1D the indicator function of the set D.We consider the Schr�odinger operator H = ��2 + q, where the Laplacianoperator � = Pdi=1 @2@x2i is understood in the weak or distributional sense andq is in the Kato class.Let X = fXt; t � 0g be the standard Brownian motion process in Rd, d � 3,with continuous paths; Px and Ex are the probability and expectation forthe paths starting at x. The �rst exit time of the Brownian motion X fromthe domain D is de�ned to be� = infft > 0;Xt 62 Dg: (2)For the Feynman-Kac multiplicative functional we use the notationeq(t) = exp Z t0 q(Xs)ds; t > 0: (3)The class of real, Borel measurable functions on a set D is denoted by B(D);the subscript 'b' denotes the subclass of bounded functions.We will need a theorem called by Chung the Gauge Theorem. It was �rstproved by Chung and Rao in [3] for an arbitrary bounded domain D andbounded q:Theorem 1.1 Let D be a bounded domain in Rd, d � 3 and q 2 Kd(D).The following conditions on (D; q) are equivalent to each other:i) Exeq(�) 6� 1 in D.ii) supxExeq(�) <1:



Energy Inequalities 5iii) Exeq(�) is continuous on �D.iv) supxEx �R0 eq(t)dt <1:v) There exists a continuous function u on D such that(�2 + q)u(x) = 0; x 2 D;and 0 < infx2D u(x) < supx2D u(x) <1:Proof: [15]Remark 1.2 If (D; q) satis�es one of the conditions i)-v) above then theDirichlet boundary value problem for Schr�odinger equation(�2 + q)u(x) = 0; x 2 Du(x) = g(x); x 2 @D; g 2 C(@D) (4)has the unique solution which can be expressed byug(x) = Ex[eq(�)g(X� )]; x 2 D: (5)Proof: [15]Throughout this paper we assume that D is a bounded domain in Rd, d � 3,q 2 Kd(D) and the gauge g(x) := Exeq(�) is bounded in D.For each t � 0, we introduce the operators St and Tt as follows: for f 2 Bb(D)Stf(x) = Ex[eq(t)f(Xt); t < � ]; x 2 D (6)and Ttf(x) = Ex[f(Xt); t < � ]; x 2 D: (7)The family of operators fSt; t � 0g forms a semigroup on Bb(D), called theFeynman-Kac semigroup and for q � 0 the Feynman-Kac semigroup reduces



Energy Inequalities 6to the semigroup of the killed Brownian motion fTt; t � 0g.We de�ne the potential operator K of the semigroup fSt; t � 0g byK = Z 10 Stdt: (8)The potential operator K is also called Green operator for Schr�odinger op-erator H in D: Zhao has shown in [15] under some smoothness assumptionson the boundary @D that the operator K is an integral operator with non-negative, symmetric kernel K(�; �) which is extended continuous and �niteo� the diagonal. By Kf we denote the K-potential of f . Since the gauge gis bounded, for f 2 Bb(D) the integralEx Z �0 eq(t)f(Xt)dt (9)is �nite according to Theorem 1.1, and we haveKf(x) = Z 10 Stf(x)dt = Ex Z �0 eq(t)f(Xt)dt = ZDK(x; y)f(y)dy; x 2 D:In the case when q � 0 the Feynman-Kac semigroup is reduced to the semi-group of killed Brownian motionTtf(x) = Ex[f(Xt); t < � ]; t > 0; x 2 D;and the potential operator K is reduced to the potential operator G of thissemigroup, also called Green operator for �2 in D.It is well known that the operator G is an integral operator with a symmetrickernel G(�; �), extended continuous and �nite o� the diagonal. We denote byGf the G-potential of f: For f 2 Bb(D) the integralEx Z �0 f(Xt)dt (10)is �nite and so we haveGf(x) = Z 10 Ttf(x)dt = Ex Z �0 f(Xt)dt = ZDG(x; y)f(y)dy:



Energy Inequalities 7With the kernels G(�; �) and K(�; �), or corresponding potentials, we connectthe notion of energy. More general, we say that a signed measure �, or itspotential G�, has �nite G-energy ifk�k2e := kG�k2e = (G�; �) = ZDG�(x)d�(x) <1; (11)and call k�ke the G-energy of � or of its potential G�. For an absolutely con-tinuous measure � with density f we use the notation as above, namely Gffor G-potential and (Gf; f) for G-energy. It can be shown using integrationby parts that kG�k2e = ZDG�(x)d�(x) = ZD j 5G�j2(x)dx; (12)with 5 denoting the gradient operator.Analogously, we say that a signed measure �, or its potential K�, has �niteK-energy if Z Kj�j(x)dj�j(x) <1: (13)It is well known that the completion of the set of all G-potentials G� of �niteG-energy with respect to the energy norm k ke is the Sobolev space H10 (D)(Rao [9] or Landkof [8]).We will show that on the space of K-potentials K� with �nite K-energy wecan de�ne a norm k k? bykK�k2? := Z K�(x)d�(x) (14)and the completion of this space of functions with respect to k k? is againthe Sobolev space H10 (D).2 Main resultIt is well known that the operator G satis�es the strong maximum principle.We will show that the operator K (or its kernel K(�; �)) satis�es the weak



Energy Inequalities 8maximum principle as de�ned in Landkof [8], that is, if for a nonnegative,measurable function f on DKf � 1 on suppf � Dthen Kf � h everywhere on D;where h is a certain positive constant (h � 1). In order to prove the weakmaximum principle for the operator K we will need a simple lemma.Lemma 2.1 Let D � Rd; d � 3, be a bounded domain, q 2 Kd(D) and thegauge g is bounded. Then for a stopping time T the functionh(x) = Ex[eq(T );T < � ] (15)is a bounded function on D.Proof:Using the strong Markov property and Jensen's inequality, for x 2 D we haveEx[eR �0 q(Xs)ds; T < � ] = Ex[eR T0 q(Xs)dsEXT eR �0 q(Xs)ds; T < � ]� Ex[eR T0 q(Xs)dseEXT R �0 q(Xs)ds; T < � ]� Ex[eR T0 q(Xs)dse�EXT R �0 jqj(Xs)ds; T < � ]:Since Ex[R �0 jqj(Xs)ds] is a bounded function of x on D, ([2], Theorem 3.2),h is bounded. 2Now we are ready to prove the weak maximum principle.Proposition 2.2 The potential operator K satis�es the weak maximum prin-ciple.Proof:Let f : D! R be a nonnegative function with suppf � D such thatKf � 1 on ff > 0g.



Energy Inequalities 9Let Fn be compact subsets of ff > 0g such that fn = f1Fn increase to fa. e.. Thus fn > 0 on Fn and fn = 0 outside, i. e. fn has support in Fn.Then Kfn " Kf everywhere.Let Tn be the stopping time de�ned byTn = infft > 0; Xt 2 Fn; t < �g:For x 2 D, simple calculations and the strong Markov property giveKfn(x) = Ex[Z �Tn eq(t)fn(Xt)dt; Tn < � ]� Ex[eq(Tn)Kf(XTn); Tn < � ]� Ex[eq(Tn); Tn < � ] �M:The last inequality follows from Lemma 2.1. Now taking limit we have theclaim. 2Remark 2.3 By the same proof, replacing f(Xt)dt by dAt, where A is theadditive functional of a measure � on D we get the weak maximum principlefor K (or its kernel K(�; �)), i.e. if for a positive measure �, K� � 1 on thesupport of � then K� �M everywhere, where M is some constant (M � 1).Remark 2.4 For a non-negative measure � the potential G� is lower semi-continuous relative to the measure �. That means iflimn!1 ZD f(x)d�n(x) = ZD f(x)d�(x); f 2 C1cp (D)then G�(x) � lim infn!1 G�n(x); x 2 D: (16)Additionally, if f�ng is monotonically increasing thenG�(x) = limn!1G�n(x); x 2 D: (17)



Energy Inequalities 10Proof: [8]Note that the potential K� is lower semicontinuous as well since K has alower semicontinuous kernel.Proposition 2.5 The operator K has a positive de�nite character, that is,the inequality (Kf; f) � 0 (18)holds for any real, measurable function f on D such that (Kjf j; jf j) <1.Proof:Using symmetry of St we have(Kf; f) = 1Z0 (Stf; f)dt= 1Z0 (St=2f; St=2f)dt= 1Z0 kSt=2fk22dt � 0:2From the positive character of the operator K we have that the energy in-equality for K holds, i. e.j(Kf; q)j � (Kf; f)1=2(Kq; q)1=2: (19)Remark 2.6 Let D be a bounded domain in Rd, d � 3 and q 2 Kd(D).Then the energies (Gjqj; jqj) and (Kjqj; jqj) are �nite.Proof:The claims of the remark follow directly since the potentials Gjqj and Kjqjare bounded functions [2], and q 2 L1(D) for a bounded domain D. 2In order to prove our main result we will need an important relation betweenK- and G-potential which is given in the next proposition.



Energy Inequalities 11Proposition 2.7 Let D be a bounded domain in Rd, d � 3 and q 2 Kd(D)with �nite gauge.i) Let f : D ! R be a measurable function such that (Gjf j; jf j) < 1.Then for almost all x, K(jqjGjf j)(x) <1 and for each such xKf(x) = Gf(x) +K(qGf)(x): (20)ii) Let f : D ! R be a measurable function such that (Kjf j; jf j) < 1.Then for almost all x, G(jqjKjf j)(x) <1 and for each such xKf(x) = Gf(x) +G(qKf)(x): (21)Proof:i) If (Gjf j; jf j) <1 then (jqj; Gjf j) <1. Indeed, by the energy inequal-ity for the operator G and Remark 2.6 we have(jqj; Gjf j) � (jqj; Gjqj)1=2(jf j; Gjf j)1=2 <1:Further (K(jqjGjf j); 1) = (jqjGjf j; K1)� kK1k1(jqjGjf j; 1) <1;where the �rst equality follows by the symmetry of K, and kK1k1 is�nite because of �nite gauge (Theorem 1.1). So for each x such thatK(jqjGjf j)(x) <1 we have by the Markov propertyK(jqjGjf j)(x) = Ex �Z �0 eq(t)jqj(Xt)Gjf j(Xt)dt�= Ex �Z �0 eq(t)jqj(Xt) Z �t jf j(Xu)du dt� <1:



Energy Inequalities 12It follows that Fubini's theorem applies and for such x we haveK(qGf)(x) = Ex �Z �0 eq(t)q(Xt)Gf(Xt)dt�= Ex �Z �0 eq(t)q(Xt) Z �t f(Xu)du dt�= Ex �Z �0 f(Xu) Z u0 eq(t)q(Xt)dt du�= Ex �Z �0 f(Xu)(eq(u)� 1)du�= Kf(x)�Gf(x):Thus for each x such that K(jqjGjf j)(x) <1 we haveKf(x) = Gf(x) +K(qGf)(x):ii) Similarly repeating the arguments as in i) we have the claim.2Remark 2.8 As the proof shows the relation (20) holds almost everywhereif ZD jqj(x)Gjf j(x)dx <1 (22)and the relation (21) holds almost everywhere ifZD jqj(x)Kjf j(x)dx <1: (23)Recall that K(�; �) is a kernel satisfying a weak maximum principle for K.So from [11] we have for each measure �(K�)2 � cK[�(K�)] (24)where c is a positive constant.Theorem 2.9 Let f�ng be a sequence of measures on D such that the corre-sponding sequence of potentials fK�ng is bounded in energy. Then there exista measure � and a subsequence f�nig � f�ng such that �ni ! � vaguely.



Energy Inequalities 13Proof:According to Theorem 0.6 in [8] it is enough to show that f�ng is boundedon compacts, that is, for any compact set C � D there exists a constant MCsuch that �n(C) �MC ; for every n 2 N: (25)Let ' : D ! R be a positive, bounded function. Then, since K' is lowersemicontinuous and strictly positive, we haveinffK'(x); x 2 Cg > 0 (26)for any compact set C � D: The energy inequality(';K�n) � (K';') 12 (K�n; �n) 12and symmetry of K give that (K'; �n) is a bounded sequence. Using simplecalculation we obtain0 < inffK'(x); x 2 Cg�n(C) � ZC K'(x)d�n(x) � ZDK'(x)d�n(x)and the assertion follows. 2Theorem 2.10 Let f�ng be a sequence of measures supported in D such thatfK�ng is bounded in energy and �n ! � vaguely. Then K�n ! K� weaklyin energy.Proof: [8]Theorem 2.11 Let � be a signed measure of �nite K-energy. There existsa measure � of �nite K-energy such thati) jK�j � K� a.e.,ii) (K�; �) � 16(K�; �).



Energy Inequalities 14Proof:Let � := inff(K(� � �); � � �); � a measure of �nite energyg: (27)Let �n � 0 such that (K(� � �n); � � �n)! �: (28)Then (K�n; �n) is bounded.We use the previous two theorems to extract a measure �0 such that �n ! �0vaguely and K�n ! K�0 weakly in energy as n ! 1. Then, since K haslower semicontinuous kernel, we havelim infn!1 (K�n; �n) � (K�0; �0) (29)and(K(� � �0); � � �0) = (K�; �) + (K�0; �0)� 2(K�; �0)� (K�; �) + lim infn!1((K�n; �n)� 2(K�; �n))= lim infn!1(K(� � �n); � � �n):Thus � = (K(� � �0); � � �0). This implies that for any positive measure �and t > 0 (K(� � �0 � t�); � � �0 � t�) � (K(� � �0); � � �0): (30)Expanding, dividing by t and letting t! 0 we obtain(K(� � �0); �) � 0: (31)Hence, clearly K� � K�0 a.e. (32)Again from the de�nition of the measure �0, we have(K(� � �0); � � �0) � (K(� � �); � � �) (33)



Energy Inequalities 15for any measure � of �nite K-energy. Especially for � � 0 we obtain(K(� � �0); � � �0) � (K�; �) (34)Using symmetry of K and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (34) leads to(K�0; �0) � 4(K�; �): (35)Similarly, replacing � by ��, there is a measure �00 such that�K� = K(��) � K�00 a.e. and (K�00; �00) � 4(K�; �): (36)Now, it is easy to see that the measure � = �0 + �00 satis�es the propertiesof the theorem. 2Corollary 2.12 Let � be a signed measure of �nite G-energy. There existsa measure � such thati) jG�j � G� a.e.ii) (G�; �) � 16(G�; �):Proof:The claim follows directly from Theorem 2.11 with q � 0: 2In the next theorem are given important inequalities for a signed measure of�nite energies.Theorem 2.13 For q 2 Kd(D) and a signed measure � of �nite G- and K-energy there exists a constant c such thatZD jqj(x)(K�)2(x)dx � c(K�; �) (37)and ZD jqj(x)(G�)2(x)dx � c(G�; �): (38)



Energy Inequalities 16Proof:According to Theorem 2.11 we can �nd a positive measure � such thatjK�j � K� a.e. and (K�; �) � c0(K�; �);with c0 a positive constant. Then, using in addition the inequality (24),symmetry of K and the fact that Kjqj is bounded, we haveRD jqj(x)(K�)2(x)dx � RD jqj(x)(K�)2(x)dx� c0 RD jqj(x)K(�K�)(x)dx= c0 RDK�(x)Kjqj(x)d�(x) � c1 RDK�(x)d�(x)� c2(K�; �)where c0; c1 and c2 are positive constants. Similarly we prove the otherinequality. 2The K- and G-energy are equivalent. This equivalence is the main result ofthis paper and it is given in the next theorem.Theorem 2.14 Let D be a bounded domain in Rd, d � 3, q 2 Kd(D) andthe gauge g is �nite for some x 2 D. Let f be a real, measurable function onD with �nite energy (Gjf j; jf j). Then there exists a positive constant � suchthat 1�(Gf; f) � (Kf; f) � �(Gf; f): (39)Proof:Assume both, (Kjf j; jf j) and (Gjf j; jf j) are �nite. Using the relation (21)of Proposition 2.7 between G- and K-potential, symmetry of G, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the last theorem, we have(Kf; f) = (Gf; f) + (G(qKf); f)= (Gf; f) + (qKf;Gf)� (Gf; f) + (jqjKf;Kf) 12 (jqjGf;Gf) 12� (Gf; f) + c(Kf; f) 12 (Gf; f) 12



Energy Inequalities 17with some positive constant c. From this inequality it follows easily that(Kf; f) � (1 + 2c2)(Gf; f). Using similar manipulations as above we provethe second inequality. 2Remark 2.15 Let E = fKf ; (Kjf j; jf j) <1g and de�ne kKfk2? = (Kf; f):Then k k? de�nes a norm on E.Corollary 2.16 Let f be a real, measurable function on D and assume thatGf is in the Sobolev space H10 (D). Then Kf is in the Sobolev space H10 (D).Conversely, if (Kjf j; jf j) <1 then Gf is in the Sobolev space H10 (D).Proof:We have to prove that@Kf@xj 2 L2(D); j = 1; 2; : : : ; d; (40)where the partial derivatives are taken in the sense of distributions. Usingii) of Proposition 2.7, that isKf = Gf +G(qKf) a:e: on D; (41)and the Minkowski-Riesz inequality [6],5Kf is in L2(D) if5Gf and5G(qKf)are in L2(D).The equation (12) gives that forGf 2 H10 (D) the energy (Gf; f)is �nite. Since 5Gf 2 L2(D) according to the assumption, it remains toprove that 5G(qKf) 2 L2(D): First, we de�neL2(D; jqj) = ff : D ! R; ZD jqj(x)f 2(x)dx <1g: (42)From Theorem 2.13 and Theorem 2.14 it follows that for a function f suchthat (Gf; f) is �nite, the potential Kf is in L2(D; jqj): Consequently, it isenough to show that for  2 L2(D; jqj) the integralZD jqj(x)j j(x)G(jqj j j)(x)dx (43)



Energy Inequalities 18is �nite.For  2 L2(D; jqj) let  n(x) := (j j ^ n) (x); x 2 D: (44)By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we haveZD jqj(x) n(x)G (jqj n) (x)dx� �ZD jqj(x) 2n(x)dx� 12 �ZD jqj(x)(G(jqj n)(x))2dx� 12 (45)and by the inequality (38) of Theorem 2.13 we haveZD jqj(x) (G(jqj n)(x))2 dx � c ZD jqj(x) n(x)G(jqj n)(x)dx (46)for some positive constant c.Thus from (45) and (46) we obtainZD jqj(x) n(x)G (jqj n) (x)dx� c�ZD jqj(x) 2n(x)dx� 12 �ZD jqj(x) n(x)G(jqj n)(x)dx� 12 : (47)Further we have0 < ZD jqj(x) n(x)G(jqj n)(x)dx � n2 ZD jqj(x)G(jqj)(x)dx: (48)The expression on the right hand side of the inequality (48) is �nite sinceq 2 Kd(D) has �nite G-energy and so dividing both sides of the inequalityin (47) by �ZD jqj(x) n(x)G(jqj n)(x)dx�1=2we obtain�ZD jqj(x) n(x)G(jqj n)(x)dx�1=2 � c�ZD jqj(x) 2n(x)dx�1=2 : (49)From the de�nition of  n the integral on the right hand side is dominated byZD jqj(x) 2(x)dx



Energy Inequalities 19what is �nite since  is in L2(D; jqj). So, we haveZD jqj(x) n(x)G(jqj n)(x)dx � c0 ZD jqj(x) 2(x)x <1: (50)Now, applying Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem and Remark 2.4we have shown that the integral in (43) is �nite and so we have shown the�rst part of the corollary. The second part follows directly using the �rstpart and Theorem 2.14. 2Further interesting result considering K-potential is given in the next theo-rem.Theorem 2.17 For f 2 L1(D) and q 2 Kd(D) the operator T de�ned byTf = f + qKf: (51)is one-to-one and onto L1(D).Proof:The theorem will be proved in a few steps.Step 1. First we note that T : L1(D)! L1(D): This follows from symmetryof K, Fubini's theorem and the fact that Kjqj is bounded.Step 2. T is one-to-one: Indeed, supposeTf = f + qKf = 0: (52)Then G[f + qKf ] = 0. If f 2 L1(D) then RD jqj(x)Kjf j(x)dx <1 and so asRemark 2.8 shows Kf = G[f + qKf ]and hence Kf = 0. So from (52), f � 0. Thus T is one-to-one.Step 3. The range of T is dense in L1(D): Otherwise there exists 0 6� g 2L1(D) such that (f + qKf; g) = 0 for every f 2 L1(D): (53)



Energy Inequalities 20From (53) it follows(f; g +Kqg) = 0 for every f 2 L1(D) (54)which leads to g +Kqg = 0 (55)and so for q 2 Kd(D) we obtainqg + qKqg = 0: (56)But since qg 2 L1(D) we get as before qg = 0 which implies Kqg = 0 and sog � 0.Step 4. The set fjqjKjf j; kfk1 � 1g is uniformly integrable: To see this �rstnote that ZD jqj(x)jKf j(x)dx � ZD jf j(x)Kjqj(x)dx � kKjqj k1: (57)Secondly, if A has small measure then (because jqj is in the Kato class)K(jqj1A) is uniformly small. SoZA jqj(x)jKf j(x)dx � ZD jf j(x)K(jqj1A)(x)dx � kK(jqj1A)k1 (58)is small. This proves uniform integrability.Step 5. Let fn ! f weakly in L1(D) i. e. RD fn(x)g(x)dx ! RD f(x)g(x)dxfor every g 2 L1(D): Then qKfn ! qKf strongly in L1(D).To see this suppose �rst that fn � 0. Since K has a lower semicontinuouskernel lim infn!1 Kfn � Kf: (59)Also since fn ! f weakly in L1(D) we havelimn!1 ZDKfn(x)dx = limn!1 ZD fn(x)K1(x)dx = ZD f(x)K1(x)dx = ZDKf(x)dx:We conclude limn!1Kfn = Kf a.e. (60)



Energy Inequalities 21It follows that qKfn converges to qKf a.e. Since qKfn is uniformly integrablewe have qKfn ! qKf strongly in L1(D): (61)Splitting fn into f+n and f�n we get the general case.Step 6. inffkTfk1; kfk1 = 1g > 0: If not we can �nd fn such that kfnk1 = 1and kTfnk1 � 2�n: (62)But, as Step 4 shows, qKfn is uniformly integrable and since kfn+qKfnk1 !0 we see that fn is uniformly integrable. By choosing a subsequence if nec-essary we may assume fn ! f 2 L1(D) weakly.From Step 5 we get that qKfn ! qKf strongly. Since kfn+ qKfnk1 ! 0 weget fn ! f strongly and f + qKf = 0: (63)Now using Step 2 we get f � 0. This contradicts kfnk1 = 1 and fn ! 0strongly.Step 7. Step 6 says that the range of T is closed and from Step 3 the rangeof T is dense in L1(D). Thus T is onto L1(D) proving the theorem. 2Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Professor Murali Rao for hisimmeasurable help in the preparation of this paper.
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